
Thank you for applying to the MSc in Complex Systems Modelling.

Tis is one of the post-graduate programmes run by the Department of Mathematics at 
King’s College London. As such, it requires a strong background in Mathematics, in 
particular Applied Mathematics! 

Complex Systems Modelling is a highly cross-disciplinary field, with applications to 
a variety of disciplines, ranging from biomedicine to finance. Note, however, that the 
emphasis of this programme is on the mathematical and statistical physics techniques 
that  are  relevant  for  quantitative studies  of  complex systems,  hence  the  focus  is 
mainly  theoretical.  Although  an  exposure  to  data  analysis  and  programming  is 
offered, the emphasis on these skills is moderate. If your interest and expertise lay in 
economic, social or biomedical sciences, rather than applied mathematics/statistical 
physics, this MSc may not be the best option for you.

Since we have applications from a wide range of students from many countries, we 
often have no way of telling how much mathematics and physics has been taught to 
them. It would help us a lot if you could let us know which of the following topics 
you have studied. Please note that it is NOT necessary that you know all of these 
before you arrive. We have a 6-week introductory course, the Foundation Course, 
which will cover as much of it is needed. Admittedly, however, this course will be 
taught at a relatively fast pace. As such, it will work well as a refresher course or to 
cover occasional gaps in your knowledge, but it cannot function as a substitute for an 
undergraduate degree majoring Maths or Physics. If you have more than occasional 
gaps in the topics below, our advice is  that  you select  an alternative programme, 
which is not as mathematically intensive as MSc Complex Systems Modelling.

If your application is successful, we still recommend consulting this list and revising 
the topics indicated which will ease your transition to our programme.

We look forward to hearing from you shortly, 
Yours Sincerely 
Postgraduate Admissions 

MSccSM List of topics - please indicate Y for topics you have studied - N for those 
you have not - and return the completed list

(Multivariate) Calculus 
1 [y/n] Differentiation and chain rule
2 [y/n] Partial differentiation 
3 [y/n] Qualitative and asymptotic analysis of functions 
(including trigonometric and hyperbolic functions)
4 [y/n] Taylor expansion
5 [y/n] Integration (by substitution, parts and partial fraction)



6 [y/n] Gaussian integrals
7 [y/n] Multivariate integrals
8 [y/n] Integration by steepest descent method

Complex analysis:
9 [y/n] Complex variables and complex functions
10 [y/n] Fourier transforms
11 [y/n] Fourier representations of delta functions
12 [y/n] Contour integration
13 [y/n] Cauchy’s theorem

Probability 
14 [y/n] Probability distributions
15 [y/n] Joint distributions
16 [y/n] Conditional distributions
17 [y/n] Marginalisation 
18 [y/n] Moments and correlations
19 [y/n] Moment generating functions
20 [y/n] Gaussian distributions
21 [y/n] Bayes relations
22 [y/n] Prior and posterior distributions

Linear algebra
23 [y/n] Determinant, traces 
24 [y/n] Eigenvalues, left and right eigenvectors
25 [y/n] Spectral theorem
26 [y/n] Spectral decomposition of a matrix
27 [y/n] Function of matrices

Partial Differential equations:
28 [y/n] Heat equation 
29 [y/n] Solution of PDEs by Fourier transforms
30 [y/n] Solution of PDEs via separation of variables
31 [y/n] Methods of characteristics

ODE:
32 [y/n] First order separable, first  order linear and first order homogeneous differential 
equations
33 [y/n] Second order linear differential equations

Dynamical Systems: 
34 [y/n] First order: phase portrait, linear stability and asymptotic analysis; 
35 [y/n] Second order: phase portrait, linear stability analysis
36 [y/n] Second order linear: solution by diagonalization 

Classical and statistical mechanics
37 [y/n] Newtonian dynamics 
38 [y/n] Hamiltonian mechanics (e.g. Hamilton's equations, relation to Lagrangian)



39 [y/n] Free-energy, partition function, Boltzmann distribution

Introductory quantum mechanics
40 [y/n] Bra and Ket notation
41 [y/n] Creation and annihilation operators
42 [y/n] Quantum harmonic oscillator

Numerical and computational skills:
43 [y/n] Have you had any exposure to scientific software like Mathematica, Matlab, Maple, 
C or Python?


